1. Introduction

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) raises new challenges related to the information security level. Information security is concerned with what needs to be protected and why, what it needs to be protected from, and how to protect it. Establishing security involves securing data communications, data in rest, managing access rights, etc. In SOA, a coherent security view must be shared, a trust network should be established, and global security policies’ enforcement should be accomplished [33].

The distributed nature of the SOA, brings new security challenges concerning unauthorized access because it involves several services and service providers. In traditional architectures, data travels from the sender to the receiver, it is processed by the receiver, and results are returned to sender. In an SOA environment, data originating from sender may travel through multiple intermediate points before arriving at the ultimate recipient. The message must be secured and the confidentiality and integrity of the data must be ensured. Therefore, SOA requires additional security components, as well as the adoption of new standards and specifications.

Researchers in [34], [1], [10], [35], [9] have shown many of the security challenges in deploying SOA. The current study aims to research and provide an inventory of the security and privacy vulnerabilities of SOA, investigate prevention methods and propose mitigation measures.

Section 2 provides a review of the capabilities and specific aspects of SOA while Section 3 identifies the main vulnerabilities that are classified by their nature and impact. Section 4 analyzes security standards, open source tools to mitigate security risks and performs a mapping of prevention measures, including good practices, procedures, techniques, and open source tools, to vulnerabilities previously identified. The organizational and business security measures provided by ENISA security guidelines [7] are also recommended in this section.

2. Service Oriented Architecture

Service-oriented architecture (SOA) is an architectural approach based on the use of services (such as RESTful, Web services) carrying out some small functions, for instance producing or validating data, or providing simple analytical...
services, with the aim to achieve a loose coupling amongst interacting components. The main goals for SOA consist in facilitating the continuous development of large scale interoperable networks of systems, facilitating online provisioning and use of services and reducing costs at an organizational level [17].

SOA is referred as a business process execution environment according to the OASIS SOA reference model and architecture [11]. The differentiation between visibility, interaction, and real world effect of services will be followed during the vulnerability analysis as, according to OASIS, these are the three key concepts of the SOA paradigm. Computer systems and in particular distributed systems face several security risks which also affect a SOA. A SOA vulnerability is a vulnerability present in such an environment and vulnerabilities can exist in any of the SOA layers. Figure 1 illustrates Logical Solution View of the SOA RA, the multiple separations of concern in the nine layers of the SOA RA [11].

The basic structure of SOA comprises three main components: Service Provider, Service Registry, and Service Requestor as shown in the figure bellow. The service is a key concept and core of an SOA. It is the technical representation and encapsulation of high-level business functionality. The Service Provider is the entity that creates and provides the services; it also creates metadata for the services and publishes them in a central repository, called Service Registry (Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration - UDDI).

Service Requestor is an entity that requires certain services which are published by Service Providers. The operations that are performed in a SOA are: Publish, Find, and Bind as presented in the following figure:

- **Figure 1. SOA Logical Solution View - taken from [11]**

- **Figure 2. Basic SOA Architecture**


SOA technologies, such as UDDI, and security and privacy standards such as SAML [8] and WS-Trust [2], introduce another role which addresses these issues, called a service broker [6], [34].

The key concepts of the SOA paradigm are: services visibility, interaction, and real world impact. Computer systems and in particular distributed systems, including SOA, are subject to several security risks and flaws that can occur in any of the SOA layers.
3. Identifying Most Dangerous SOA Security Vulnerabilities

Software weaknesses are errors that can lead to software vulnerabilities. A software vulnerability is an error of the software that can be directly used by a hacker to gain access to a system or network.

Software weaknesses are flaws, faults, bugs, vulnerabilities, and other errors in software implementation, code, design, or architecture [20].

Unless all weaknesses have been properly recognized and addressed, networks and systems will become vulnerable to attacks.

Example of software weaknesses include: buffer overflows, format strings, structure and validity problems, common special element manipulations, channel and path errors, handler errors, user interface errors, pathname traversal and equivalence errors, authentication errors, resource management errors, insufficient verification of data, code evaluation and injection.

Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE™) is a formal list or a dictionary of common software weaknesses that can occur in software’s architecture, design, code or implementation that can lead to exploitable security vulnerabilities. CWE was created to serve as a common language for describing software security weaknesses and to provide a common baseline standard for weakness identification, mitigation, and prevention efforts.

The U.S. National Vulnerability Database (NVD) is a federal government repository of standards-based vulnerability management data. These data enable automation of vulnerability management, security measurement, and compliance (e.g., FISMA). NVD integrates CWE into the scoring of Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE®) entries, upon which NVD is built, by providing a cross section of the overall CWE structure. NVD analysts score CVEs using CWEs from different levels of the hierarchical structure.

The CWE classification with percentage of NVD entries shows the following values [30]: SQL Injection 17.85, Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) 14.58, Buffer Errors 12.88, Permissions, Privileges, and Access Control 9.04, Input Validation 7.98, Code Injection 7.8, Path Traversal 6.79, Resource Management Errors 4.97, Information Leak Disclosure 3.91, Numeric Errors 3.06, Authentication Issues 2.72, Link Following 2.26, Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) 1.47, Credentials Management 1.32, Configuration 1.12, Cryptographic Issues 0.97, Format String Vulnerability 0.59, Race Conditions 0.53, OS Command Injections 0.16.

3.1. Vulnerabilities Classification

Web application vulnerabilities are: Injection attack, Cross-site scripting (XSS) attack, Cross Site Request Forgery (CSRF), Protocols and session management vulnerabilities, Security misconfiguration, Cryptographic storage vulnerabilities, Username enumeration.

SOA specific vulnerabilities are:


3. SOA oriented vulnerabilities:

(a) SOAP vulnerabilities [31]: Harmful SOAP attachments, SOAP Action spoofing.

(b) XML vulnerabilities [32]: XML External Entity (XEE) attack, XPath injection, XML Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, Schema poisoning.

4. SOA - Security Vulnerabilities and their Mitigation

SOA is a collection of loosely coupled and independent services (or resources), each with a well-defined interface. Services are offered on demand and can range from a simple service, to a high level service repository, composed of multiple services. Services can be delivered to an end-user, to an application or to another service with no need for human intervention.
According to NIST, a vulnerability is defined as “a flaw or weakness in system security procedures, design, implementation, or internal controls that could be exercised (accidentally triggered or intentionally exploited)” [19] and results in a security breach or in a violation of the system security policy. In this context, in the following we examine crucial SOA security issues - including confidentiality, integrity, and availability - while providing mitigation measures helpful in increasing SOA security.

Security means integrity, reliability, and confidentiality of the system. In particular, security in a SOA ecosystem focuses on those aspects of assurance that involve the accidental or malicious intent of other people to damage, compromise trust, or hinder the availability of SOA-based systems to perform desired capability. SOA Security Oasis definition: “The set of mechanisms for ensuring and enhancing trust and confidence in the SOA ecosystem.” [11]. End-to-end security capabilities include federated authentication, which intercepts service requests and adds the appropriate username and credentials; validation of each service request and authorization to make sure that the sender has the appropriate privilege to access the service; and, lastly, encryption/decryption of XML content at the element level for both message requests and responses. To address these intricate security requirements trust models, WS-Security [3] and other security related standards have been developed [34].

Relationship of SOA Web Service Security Requirements to Standards shows which security requirements are satisfied by the various specifications and standards as shown in Table 1.

Successfully implemented SOA security has to be defined, planned, and implemented to both threats and counter-measures in an agile manner. Other important aspect of SOA security are well defined service level agreements (SLAs)
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and security metrics between service providers and service consumers. SOA security may also involve greater auditing and reporting to adhere to regulatory compliance established by governance structures.

4.1. Projects and Standards Addressing SOA Security

The following is a summary of security open-source tools for Web services:

**secRT**

The secRT is an Open Source security platform, developed by CORISECIO [13] in cooperation with the German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI), which provides a development framework that contains a full set of security functionality. Security methods may be combined with easy workflow methods to provide secure and customized business processes. Configured security processes are automatically distributed to the runtime environment and executed there.

The secRT Framework offers features such as: Entity Management which enables the integration in existing meta directories, Key Management - a complete infrastructure for PKI keys and certificates and Cryptographic functions which allow the choice of the algorithm.

**WebSand**

The overall goal of the WebSand FP7 project is to empower Web application developers, hosters, and users in designing, implementing, and running secure applications [27]. The project enables the specification and enforcement of three classes of security policies: fine-grained access control policies, information flow control policies and secure composition policies. As a necessary prerequisite for the enforcement of such policies, one of the aims of WebSand is to enforce a reliable separation of data and executable code, e.g. through a strict type system. This separation also counteract many types of injection attacks targeting a server or relying on injected scripts being reflected to a client-side end-user.

**SWEPT**

Started in March 2014 the SWEPT project [18] provides required software components that can be integrated within the current existing web development frameworks, which enable the creation of highly secure websites. SWEPT is the first technology which aims to create self-protected web applications and web services. The main goal is to develop a new multifaceted approach to mitigate malicious attacks on websites by maximizing the security posture of websites with a minimum of intervention needed by website owners and administrators. In addition, the project also aims to define a defacto standard and good practice for securing websites.

**W3af**

W3af is a Web Application Attack and Audit Framework with the goal to create a framework to help secure web applications by finding and exploiting all web application vulnerabilities [14]. The framework is easy to use and extend, and licensed under GPLv2.0.

**OWASP SKF**

The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) Security Knowledge Framework relies on OWASP Application Security Verification Standard and other resources and is intended to be a tool used as a guide for building and verifying secure software. OWASP SKF provides a free, open source web application security system, which also serves as a training tool to teach developers about application security. The SKF supports software developers throughout the product lifecycle, ensuring security in both pre-development and post-release updates. It analyzes the processing techniques that developers use to edit their data, then matches those patterns to known security vulnerabilities. After providing descriptions of linked vulnerabilities and offering feedback on how to implement solutions, the SKF validates if security fixes were implemented correctly.

**The WS-security standard**

WS-Security is a web services security standard published by OASIS consortium developed with the aim to enforce integrity and confidentiality on messages [22]. WSS relies on existing security standards and specifications (such as X.509, SAML assertions, Kerberos, XML digital
signatures, and XML encryption [26], etc.) to define a framework for embedding the security information within a SOAP message. WSS defines an XML element called Security which is inserted in the SOAP header and contains integrity, identity, and confidentiality information and gives the receiver the information necessary to decrypt and validate the message.

**WS-Trust**

WS-Trust describes the model for establishing both direct and brokered trust relationships including intermediaries [12]. The Web Services Trust Language (WS-Trust) uses the secure messaging mechanisms of WS-Security to define additional primitives and extensions for the issuance, exchange and validation of security tokens. WS-Trust also enables the issuance and dissemination of credentials within different trust domains. To secure a communication between two parties, the two parties must exchange security credentials (either directly or indirectly). However, each party needs to determine if it can ‘trust’ the asserted credentials of the other party. This specification defines extensions to WS-Security for issuing and exchanging security tokens and ways to establish and access the presence of trust relationships. Using these extensions, applications can engage in secure communication designed to work with the general Web services architecture.

**UDDI**

Produced by OASIS, Security for Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) allows Web services to be easily located and subsequently invoked. Security for UDDI enables publishers, inquirers and subscribers to authenticate themselves and authorize the information published in the directory.

4.2. SOA Vulnerabilities Mapping to Mitigation

An attacker may attempt to compromise the security of a SOA in several ways but the main sources of attacks are third parties, that seek to subvert interactions between legitimate participants, and social engineering techniques. In such a complex system with multiple ownership boundaries and trust boundaries, it is important to understand the threats in order to effectively secure all components: messages, services and data storage. Any of the contributing technologies can be the subject of a threat but the risks can be minimized by using mitigation measures as cryptography standards and security technologies.

SOA vulnerabilities classification takes into account vectors such as exploitability, prevalence, detectability and impact and is in line with the top flaws identified by OWASP [24],[23]. The top threats of SOA with easy exploitability, common prevalence, easy detectability and severe impact are: threats on Web Service implementation, insufficient authentication and authorization and XML specific attacks.

4.2.1. Threats on Web Service Implementation

These threats, also called Injection flows, target at finding and exploiting a vulnerability in the code of the deployed web service. The attacker sends malicious code to the interpreter in order to alter the existing data, to produce an error, cause repudiation issues such as voiding transactions, gain database administrator privileges, destroy the data or make it unavailable.

Exemps of vulnerabilities are SQL Injection, XPath Injection, Cross-site Scripting.

An efficient mitigation measure is automated dynamic scanning of the application for web vulnerabilities such as CSRF, SQL Injection, XSS. A simple technique for preventing Injection is parameterized query usage where placeholders are used for parameters and supplied when executing the query.

Other measures include:

- checking the code is an efficient method to see if the application uses interpreters safely;
- statements received from users should be validated by means of appropriate threat-detection rules before executing;
- prevent usage of weak password or default password;
- use encrypted connections – HTTPS.
Open-source solutions W3af Web Application Attack and Audit Framework, InSpec and WebSand can be used to increase the level of security.

### 4.2.2. Insufficient Authentication and Authorization

Authentication verifies the identity of the user while Authorization establishes whether the interaction is legitimate, ensuring that the involved participants have permission to participate in the interaction. An authenticated, but unauthorized attacker can try to access unauthorized data and functions when access control information is not properly defined.

Examples of vulnerabilities are Dictionary attacks, IP Spoofing, Message Eavesdropping, Brute force attacks, Credential theft, Elevation of privilege.

To prevent these type of attacks PKI, multi-factor authentication, or the newer XML security-based technologies such as XML-Signature and SAML should be used. Also strong password policies, including storing credentials in a secure manner and using authentication mechanisms, that do not require clear text credentials to be passed over the network are also efficient mitigation measures.

Other recommended mitigation measures are:

- Authentication Confirmation Using Tokens & Certificates;
- Access Control usage controls what an „authorized“ user is allowed to do;
- Cryptographic random number generators to generate session IDs.

### 4.2.3. XML Specific Attacks

XML is a versatile data-encoding standard. However, parsing XML can be processor intensive and complex, which can lead to security issues. One common issue is a denial of service (DOS) against a web service. If an attacker crafts an XML message with very large payloads, recursive content, excessive nesting, malicious external entities, or with malicious DTDs (Data Type Documents), a DOS can occur.

The use of XML for messaging makes the infrastructure particularly prone to attacks targeting those components processing the messages [29]. These threats may at least make the infrastructure unavailable and at worst compromise the whole system by giving access to unauthorized users.

Examples of XML specific attacks are XML-bombs (XML documents with endless recursions), schema poisoning (an alteration in the XML Schema of a message, leading to inconsistencies), XEE attack (XML External Entity attack is a type of attack against an application that parses XML input), XML Denial-of-Service (an attacker tries to prevent legitimate users from accessing a service by flooding the service with thousands of requests) or Recursive Payloads (where the attacker tries to send too deeply nested data to the web server so that the XML parser will be heavily stressed).

A validation service acting as a security proxy or “filter” to any application service can efficiently stop the threat. Another mitigation is to use filters, XML Gateways, or XML parser options when processing XML to prevent parsers from processing malicious messages.

Examples of tools for preventing XML attacks are OWASP SKF and SWEPT. WS-Security(WSS) and WS-Trust and UDDI standards implementation also increases the security level.

### 4.3. Assessment Frameworks/ Tools:

**ENISA Technical Guideline on Security Measures**

Enisa defines security incidents as “A breach of security or a loss of integrity that could have an impact on the operation of electronic telecommunications networks and services “ [7].

Enisa’s technical guideline on security measures is useful for assessing cybersecurity, as the guideline basically addresses physical, network and software systems implemented for end-users, as well as the human resource management of these systems.

Also the security guideline addresses the security issues mainly in a post implementation scenario and provide mitigations to most frequent security vulnerabilities.
The security objectives within the guideline have been derived from a set of international and national standards that are commonly used by providers in the EU’s electronic communication sector. For these security objectives there is a list of security measures which could be implemented by providers to reach the security objective depending on the level of security intended to be achieved.

The most important security measures that are recommended in the Enisa guideline are:

- Governance and risk management
- Human resources security
- Security of systems and facilities
- Operations management
- Incident management procedures
- Business continuity management
- Monitoring, auditing and testing.

Risks vary for different service providers and they depend on specific details like provider type, services type and so on.

5. Conclusion

SOA and Web Service technologies offer many benefits and are revolutionizing the way software interacts, but the real benefits are usually accompanied by serious security flaws. Being aware of the risks to Web Services before deploying Web Services in a SOA can help improve the overall security.

Better protection against cyber-attacks requires national and transnational collaboration mechanisms, allowing access to external resources (e.g. cybersecurity research and development, tailored information, certified training) and experiences (e.g. cooperation).

The study addressed the main SOA vulnerabilities considering exploitability, prevalence, detectability and impact and performed a mapping to mitigation measures and tools. The current study provides an analysis of the capabilities and specific aspects of SOA and identifies the main vulnerabilities that are classified by their nature and impact. It also analyzes security standards and open source tools to reduce security risks. The result consists in mapping research on prevention measures, including best practices, procedures, techniques and tools designed to mitigate the open source vulnerabilities previously identified. Thus performing threat assessments, creating mitigation strategies, and determining acceptable levels of risk are the keystone for an effective process to mitigating threats in an efficient way. The result can be an acceptable level of risk to the safety and integrity within any SOA ecosystem.
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